Single-cycle kinetic analysis of ternary DNA complexes by surface plasmon resonance on a decaying surface.
Complexes involving three DNA strands were used to demonstrate that the single-cycle kinetics (SCK) method, which consists in injecting sequentially samples at increasing concentrations and until now used exclusively to investigate bimolecular complexes by surface plasmon resonance, can be extended to the kinetic analysis of ternary complexes. DNA targets, B, were designed with sequences of variable lengths on their 3' sides that recognise a surface-immobilized biotinylated DNA anchor, A. These targets displayed on their 5' sides sequences that recognise DNA oligonucleotides of variable lengths, C, namely the analytes. Combinations of B and C DNA oligonucleotides on A generated ternary complexes each composed of two Watson-Crick helices displaying different kinetic properties. The target-analyte B-C duplexes were formed by sequentially injecting three increasing concentrations of the analytes C during the dissociation phase of the target B from the anchor A. The sensorgrams for the target-analyte complexes dissociating from the functionalized surface were successfully fitted by the SCK method while the target dissociated from the anchor, i.e. on a decaying surface. Within the range of applicability of the method which is driven by the rate of dissociation of the target from the anchor, the rate and equilibrium constants characteristic of these target-analyte duplexes of the ternary complexes did not depend on how fast the targets dissociated from the immobilized DNA anchor. In addition the results agreed very well with those obtained when such duplexes were analysed directly as bimolecular complexes, i.e. when the target, modified with a biotin, was directly immobilized onto a streptavidin sensor chip surface rather than captured by an anchor. Therefore the method we named SCKODS (Single-Cycle Kinetics On a Decaying Surface) can also be used to investigate complexes formed during a dissociation phase, in a ternary complex context. The SCKODS method can be combined with the SCK one to fully characterize the two bimolecular complexes of a ternary complex.